Simplifying Endpoint Management in Healthcare

Together, IGEL and Citrix are Securing the Endpoint, Increasing Productivity and Reducing the Burden on IT

Through its software-defined endpoint management platform, IGEL focuses on making it easy to optimize the security and performance of endpoint devices

- **Vastly reduces overhead** required to manage endpoint devices
- **Improves security** at each managed endpoint and helps meet compliance requirements
- **Integrates easily** within Citrix environments and a broad range of single sign-on and other peripherals

Together, IGEL and Citrix offer a solution for IT that is easy to manage and ensures clinical staff can access patient data without unnecessary hardships or delays

- IGEL’s software-defined endpoint management platform improves performance and supports enterprise-level security through two-factor authentication, smart card readers, and SSL encryption
- The IGEL OS standardizes endpoints and provides for adaptive configuration and granular control, while providing users with a familiar workspace
- The IGEL OS is easy to install, runs on any 64-bit x86 device, and just one or two people can manage tens of thousands of seats
- The IGEL Universal Management Suite (UMS) provides a single endpoint management solution that offers automated backend control for IT, while delivering a trouble-free environment for users

Brentwood, Tenn.-based Diversicare recently standardized its endpoints leveraging the IGEL OS and Citrix VDI. As a result, Diversicare experienced:
- Net savings of more than **$600K** in the first year
- Reduction in time and resources spent managing endpoints
- Deployment in an average of under **30 minutes** per facility equals faster return to productivity
- Transparency of solution to workforce

At HIMSS’19, join us to witness

- How IGEL’s Smart, Simple and Secure software-defined endpoint management platform helps healthcare organizations to cost-effectively drive productivity for better patient outcomes, and at the same time preserve patient confidentiality

Meet us at Citrix Ready Partner Pavilion
booth 527

Take a few minutes to learn how IGEL, together with Citrix can improve the security of your endpoints, increase clinician productivity and reduce costs

Find more information at

[Citrix Ready Partner Pavilion microsite](#)